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With twelve Chinese Zodiac Signs as the subject, twelve large oil paintings are presented in 

Hua Qing’s “Huantie Studio” and these paintings are specially made by Hua Qing for 2012 

Hanover Sino-German Art Exhibition. Chinese Zodiacs, as traditional Chinese zodiac culture, are 

the most direct Chinese art language exhibited by the Chinese representative artist Hua Qing for 

European audiences.  

 

The artist has created many works of art with animals as the subject. In his studio, beside 

these twelve large oil paintings of Chinese zodiac signs, there are many sculptures of apelike 

animals. It looks like that at least within a fixed period of time, ape is the animal that Hua Qing 

likes the most.  

 

All oil paintings of Chinese zodiac signs made by Hua Qing adopt black background. Under 

the black background, besides zodiac animals, it is filled up with countless mathematical and 

physical formulas in white or gray oil paint. Since the size of oil paintings is decided according to 

the action and figure of animals, it is unfixed. Animals that are depicted in the technique of 

expressionism are not abstract, and viewers can differentiate types of animals immediately, such as 

zebra, man ape, turkey, wolf… Hua Qing abandons the traditional manifestation mode for images 

of zodiac signs and gives new “postures”, wildness and cruelty, to Chinese zodiac signs of poultry 

that have always been humble, cute, kind and friendly all along. The true expression of personality 

that has been covered under a culture for a long time is “Stories about new twelve Chinese zodiac 

signs” told by Hua Qing.  

 

From a obedient docile horse to a zebra that runs freely in African Savannah, from a rooster 

that crows every day to a wild turkey, its huge body and skin of bright red drooped head and neck 

show us animal’s strength and instinct of wildness. The realistic painting technique used in 

depicting the subject of wildness gives animals a surrealistic personality, and also makes us feel 

the real existence of the essence of life.  

 

Even if they do not belong to the world of our life, like zebra, wild turkey or man ape, at least 

they belong to our imagines of wild animals. Animals jumping on the canvas are given a pair of 

man’s eyes by Hua Qing, and they are looking right at us, without shyness and fear, just like the 

eyes of most Chinese looking at foreigners. It seems that they are asking us: “Is animal not 

cleverer than human?” From the traditional image of humble and kind Chinese zodiac signs to the 

disclosure of cruel, wild and selfish animals, formally, even though the painter talks about the 

animal, he alludes to the human problem, “Isn’t the animal humane? Can we say that human is not 

cruel, wild and selfish like animals?” The background of oil painting is nothing but a blackboard, 

and, the artist fills up the blackboard with mathematical and physical formulas in white or gray 

color, and it makes the viewers immediately think of the blackboard at school. All formulas said 

by Hua Qing are copied from the textbook, and most rational formulas are from Newton’s and 

Einstein’s physical and mathematical reasoning. Both two world-famous scientists are the first to 



change Europe, push forward the progress of natural science and human thought of Europe, and 

they unify and obtain new physical theory in their respective different methods. These two 

scientists not only develop a new cognition of human in the history of natural science, but also 

bear the pressure of struggling against the current ruling class. Einstein is the first person in the 

field of natural science to put forward the theory of relativity, which was not accepted in the 

current society, yet. Such dilemma is equally presented on Hua Qing’s canvas, nobody can prove 

that his viewpoint is correct or not, but he does not give up, and makes great efforts to persuade 

himself and other person.  

 

 “Animal is also kind and amiable” Hua Qing continues. He uses different techniques to 

carry such nature of animal to human, and then returns to the animal, just like the deduction and 

result discovered by the scientists that the genes of animal and human have same part.  

 

In the end of interview, Hua Qing unconsciously mentions the European gallery that is an 

agent of his works. Thus an experience in his art career is involved. Hua Qing spends more than 

ten years (1987-1999) in Slovenia, and such period of time is a white period in political history of 

Europe. As a Chinese artist, Hua Qing witnesses Yugoslavia destroyed in war. The force of 

government and the cruelty of war sweep across the European continent and also change Hua 

Qing’s artistic style and rediscovery of art, even the most common life. Until now, he still has two 

children in Slovenia, and, to cross the borders and buy daily necessities easily, he possesses the 

local passport now. Such experience in a foreign country is emotional background of Hua Qing in 

creating “new twelve Chinese zodiac signs”; while in China, the twelve Chinese zodiac signs are 

the most initial way of communication. “Chinese like asking about the zodiac signs.” He says.  

 

During the exchange, there is an episode about the artistic works during the European 

Renaissance Period. Clear and exquisite artistic presentation mode gives indelible impression on 

Chinese painter Hua Qing during the European Renaissance Period. “Persuading others need 

strength, and it is such strength that I want to express it clearly”. He makes a conclusion about life 

and about the huge oil painting of Chinese zodiac signs in front of us.  


